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LOTS OF US have the impression that the modern world is succumbing to violence. In the face of so many 
acts of sheer brutality and terrorism, no doubt we often ask ourselves: how can some people be so irrespon-
sible, unprincipled, and violent?

The answer, I would suggest, lies partly in ourselves. We are all partly to blame for the growing violence 
of the world we live in, because we tolerate — or perhaps even seek and approve — a permissive society. The 
logic is simple. A permissive society means a society that professes no fi xed moral principles. Such a society 
inevitably generates a large mass of irresponsible people. And when people in general are irresponsible, a 
growing percentage becomes violent.

The one restraining principle, in a permissive society, is that conduct should not be antisocial. But, 
saving this, nothing else is really wrong; anything can be right — it all depends on what each individual 
feels like or chooses. And when young people grow up in a society where they have been taught that there 
are no absolute and objective moral values, that everything is relative and subjective, they are not likely 
to put what they are told are collectivist interests above their personal desires or whims. When the mass 
of young people have been taught that nothing is to be held sacred, that nothing merits absolute respect, 
it is only logical that in turn many of them respect nothing at all — nothing personal, nothing social: 
neither property, nor law, nor liberty, nor life. Little more is needed for them to become criminals or ter-
rorists. And if some do go that way, it is the very society they despise, rob, and terrorize that is at least in 
part to blame.

A permissive society creates a climate that fosters violence. But is this a thesis that can be proved? I think 
so. After all, permissiveness centers mainly on the question of sex, and it should be obvious to anyone with 
an iota of common sense that sex is an area of human conduct fraught with potential for violence. To deny 
this is to discount the phenomenon of rape and other whole chapters of criminal history.

Contrary to what is suggested by much modern propaganda, sex and love are not the same. When 
subordinated to love and to its evident procreative function, sex is a noble and God-given reality that fi nds 
its proper expression in married love. But sex is man’s most unruly and explosive instinct. It is not easily 
subordinated to anything. Once the sexual impulse is aroused, it wants immediate satisfaction, and it wants 
it on its own terms, as an end in itself.

The paradoxes of man are many, and they are especially poignant in this sphere of sex. Sex that can, 
through effort, be integrated into man’s most noble power of love, can also — if no effort is made — be 
one of the most brutal and violent expressions of his selfi shness.1 Uncontrolled sex tends to run wild. It is 
destructive. The fi rst thing it destroys, in its self-seeking, is love, for love and selfi shness are mutual enemies. 
And it can destroy many other things as well.

1. Even within marriage, its use requires control and restraint, if it is to remain noble and at the service of love. Where that restraint is lacking, 
sex, far from serving or fostering love, tends to destroy it; for it remains an expression of selfi shness.
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Abortion and violence

Our permissive societies not only tell people that there is little or no need to control the violence of their 
sexual impulses, but they also tend to surround them with constant sexual stimulation. The inevitable result 
is growing violence.

Those who subscribe to an ideology of permissiveness do not like this talk of there being a violent 
element in sex, though they are scarcely so naive as to deny it. If pushed, they would probably say that 
they admit the reality but are against sex that does violence to others or is against their will. A permissive 
society would therefore regard rape, for instance, as wrong. But according to the ideology of permissive-
ness, all other forms of sexual conduct should be considered morally, socially, and legally acceptable. This 
includes not only whatever an individual chooses to do sexually in the sphere of his own private thought 
and actions, but also what two or more people — married or single, of the same or opposite sex — consent 
to do together.2

But a good look at permissiveness will tell us that, however much consent there may be, permissive 
sex always infl icts some sort of violence. Clearly, considerable moral violence is associated with extramari-
tal affairs (violence done to one spouse’s right to expect loyalty from the other) and the divorces they so 
often precipitate (again, violence to one or both of the spouses, and also, certainly, to the children — is 
tremendous violence not done to their desire that their mother and father should live and learn to get 
along together?). The most evident and extreme violence — the killing of an innocent child — is the essence 
of abortion. To legalize abortion is to legalize violence. A society that does not fi ght against abortionists 
will therefore very soon have to fi ght against terrorists. But it will be a losing battle, for terrorism cannot 
adequately be combated with military or police forces. It is properly combated only by educating people in 
moral principles, the most fundamental of which is the social principle of respect for life.

Violence and pornography

Setting aside these questions of the violence to others that a permissive society condones, it is also clear 
that the person who gives free rein to his sexual desires does violence to himself. And this is the core rea-
son why a permissive society leads to all sorts of violence. Once people are led to believe that it is perfectly 
fi ne to stimulate and seek to satisfy within oneself the violent impulses of sex, it becomes progressively 
harder, and eventually impossible, to teach or convince them that it is wrong for them to follow other 
violent impulses, such as anger, hatred, the desire to rob, or kill, or seek revenge, and so on. It is useless 
to tell a person to respect others or society in general if, at the same time, you tell him that he need not 
respect or restrain himself.

In any case, it is not only a matter of common sense that pornography leads to violence. Sadly enough, 
by now it is also a well-documented fact. Britain’s Longford Report on Pornography points out, in a chapter 
entitled “Violence and Pornography,” how pornography tends more and more to present the violent — sadis-
tic or masochistic — aspects of sex itself; how it has been consciously used as a means to foster political 
violence (Hitler’s Germany) or social instability (modern Marxist tactics in Western countries); and how 
hard-core pornography fosters hatred, aggression, and alienation, and is clearly a main cause of the growing 
criminality and violence in our Western societies.

2. Most evidently, the permissive society, having accepted divorce and remarriage without much diffi culty, is now promoting equal social ac-
ceptance of homosexuality (and even of legalized homosexual relations).
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Return to censorship?

The situation is surely crying out for some form of control. In fact — though this obliges me to use one of 
the dirtiest words in our language — I would say that it is crying out for some form of censorship!

“Censorship?” I can hear many of my readers cry out incredulously. “But is it possible that anyone 
nowadays can defend the idea of censorship seriously?” Very seriously. But the censorship I am thinking of 
is likely not the type the incredulous reader has in mind. So, if he is prepared to read on, I offer him the 
following considerations.

Yes, I know modern man says that he prizes freedom as one of his highest goods, and that he regards 
censorship as one of the greatest traditional enemies of freedom. I also know it is commonly believed — or 
at least affi rmed — that the progressive abolition of censorship has enabled millions to enjoy a new freedom 
of which they were formerly deprived.

Let me assure the incredulous reader, then, that I, for one, have no desire to deprive people of their 
freedom — quite the contrary. But I do suggest that, even though what we want today is more freedom, free-
dom is not what we are getting. What we are getting is sexual anarchy, and what we are being submitted to 
is sexual exploitation and slavery. Nothing could be further from freedom.

Freedom and exploitation

“Freedom for all” sounds like a noble maxim. But history has shown that freedom for all generally means 
more and more freedom for the strong, the rich, the clever, or the unscrupulous, and less and less freedom 
for the rest of mankind. It means freedom for the few and some form of serfdom for the many.

Absolute freedom in the commercial or industrial spheres was vehemently preached in the nineteenth 
century. But almost no one defends it nowadays. The history of liberalism in these arenas shows that, if unre-
strained by some form of governmental control, a few men will always fi nd their way to exploiting the masses.

Why, then, should we be surprised to fi nd something similar happening when the liberal principle of 
unrestricted freedom is applied in the sexual sphere? Surely only the very naive would deny that a major 
consequence of the abolition of censorship has been the industrialization of pornography, which in turn 
has made certain businessmen multi-millionaires. Nor is it diffi cult to see that the pornography industry is 
especially large and profi table, and as such, powerful and moneyed interests are invested in maintaining the 
public opinion against censorship as well as the fi ction of freedom that enables the market for pornography 
to prosper.

If one can cultivate and exploit an artifi cial appetite like the taste for tobacco, it should obviously be 
much easier to stimulate and exploit the naturally very strong sexual appetite. Initially, young people are 
generally averse to cigarettes, as they generally don’t enjoy their fi rst experience smoking. Therefore, the 
cigarette manufacturer has to motivate them to smoke by other means. Through advertising he creates a 
social image or atmosphere in which smoking is perceived as a popular and desirable activity. Marketing is 
a much easier task for the pornographer, by contrast, for pornography is immediately attractive to man’s 
animal instinct. But at the same time it is repugnant to his religious instinct, to his human conscience, 
and — especially in the case of girls and women — to a sense of modesty. These latter conditions are chal-
lenges the pornographer has to overcome. He does this by fostering a social climate where sexual license 
is called freedom, and sexual restraint is condemned as old-fashioned, Victorian, unnatural, inhibiting, 
and so on. The marketing tactics are far more indirect than those of the cigarette manufacturer, but they 
are, nonetheless, a veritable barrage. Perhaps unwitting, perhaps unpaid, the pornographer’s advertisers 
include philosophers and social theorists, medical doctors and psychologists, broadcasters, teachers, artists, 
writers, politicians, and so on.
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The slave market

Another important point to consider is that any seller seeks to gain and maintain regular, habitual custom-
ers. Again, the tobacco industry is infamous in this regard. Regular customers can be like slaves, however, 
insofar as they are enslaved by their desires and needs. They cannot go without the products they so desire. 
What a business model: the exploitation of slaves, especially when they are paying slaves, is a certain way to 
make an unscrupulous fortune. And all in the name of liberty! The exploitation is all the more obvious when 
one considers that commercialized sex is for buyers who are ‘dupes.’ It is a fraud. It fascinates. It promises 
much, but it gives little — a satisfaction that leaves the consumer dissatisfi ed, for he always wants more.

In the laissez-faire industrial society of the nineteenth-century, the common man had little power to 
resist exploitation. He either worked for the wage that was offered him, or he starved. Millions today are 
objects of exploitation of a different sort. It does not (normally, at least) reduce them to living in slums and 
hovels; it consists not in their material oppression, but in their spiritual and human degradation. Indeed, it 
is an infi nitely worse exploitation. Nevertheless, compared with the nineteenth century, it is evident that in 
today’s permissively liberal society men can resist being exploited if they wish. The trouble, however, is that 
many apparently do not wish to resist.

At outset of laissez-faire capitalism, government policy was one of nonintervention. But under awaken-
ing public conscience and growing public pressure, governments were gradually obliged to live up to their 
responsibilities to intervene and prevent the exploitation of the weak. Sadly, today there seems to be little 
public sensitivity regarding sexual exploitation and degradation, and in consequence there is little public 
pressure on governments to prevent these ills. Until the public wakes up, nothing effective will be done to 
remedy the situation.

Waking up grown-ups

What can be said to awaken the public? It may be more diffi cult for young people to recognize the exploita-
tion of which they are objects, though my experience tells me that the vast majority are fully aware, in their 
hearts, of the degrading and enslaving effects of pornography. Indeed, those who most need to be awakened 
today are not young people but adults. One would assume that grown-ups are perfectly capable of realizing 
the crimes of the pornographic trade, as well as the more generalized degradation involved in widespread 
sexual license. So when so many adults profess not to realize these things, one can only judge that this is due 
to thoughtlessness or lack of sincerity. Or perhaps it is due, simply and sadly, to lack of character, a fear of 
what others may say or think. Or perhaps, most tragically, to parents’ lack of love for their children.

It seems to me that our adult world is guilty today of a major, glaring inconsistencey which, if refl ected 
upon, should be startling enough to awaken anyone. This is the common attitude of so many today who 
endorse censorship for young people but absolutely reject it for themselves. We will later take a look at the 
consequences of this inconsistency, for relations between younger and older people, especially child-parent 
relationships. For the moment let us simply examine the position more closely.

Hardly anyone today — even among those who subscribe to the ideology of permissiveness — denies that 
pornography is a threat to the young. It is generally accepted as something that can harm or otherwise cor-
rupt them, destroying their freedom and enslaving them to their passions. And this uniformity of opinion 
is evident in our legal standards, which restrict pornography sales to the adult population. But, as we have 
just pointed out, those who agree that pornography must not be made available to the young also tend to 
agree that it must not be restricted among adults. They defend censorship as a necessity for young people, 
but reject it as an improper imposition on grown-ups. This quite staggering position would seem to be based 
on one of the following premises:
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At a certain age or level of maturity, one is no longer in danger of being affected or corrupted by por-
nography; or

At a certain age, it is no one else’s business if one wishes to corrupt oneself. 

Let us consider each of these premises. It seems possible to adopt the fi rst attitude — that immunity to 
the ill effects of pornography comes with age — only if one disregards all reason and common sense. It is 
a result, in short, of a complete failure to consider the issues at hand. The only effective remedy, then, is 
some means of getting people to think. A principle often enunciated (though not always practiced) in the 
ideology of permissiveness is that it is presumptuous to judge others; as such, my method in dealing with 
situations like these is not to judge, but to try to get each person to consider his or her own experience. Let 
us consider a specifi c application of this method.

Intelligent, sincere, and normal

A teenager comes to me and says he or she has read some novel or seen some fi lm well known to be porno-
graphic, and really didn’t fi nd anything so special or disturbing in it. “It didn’t affect me” is the fi nal assess-
ment. My standard response to this pseudo-maturity is more or less the following: 

Well, of course I can’t judge you. You have to judge yourself. But what I can say is that anyone who has seen that 
fi lm or read that book, and says he hasn’t been affected by it, cannot be all of the following three things at the 
same time. He can’t be intelligent, sincere, and normal, all at once. He may possess two of these qualities, but 
not the three together.

Further, I explain: 

If you, who say you have been left unmoved by this work, are normal and sincere; that is, if you are a normally 
constituted person as far as sex goes, and at the same time you really think you are telling me the truth, then 
you are not intelligent, you are not deep, you don’t really know yourself. For this work affects all normal people. 
Therefore it has affected you, without your realizing it.

Of course this may not be the case. There is a second possibility: that you are normal and intelligent; that is, 
you have normal sexual reactions and you know yourself. But in that case, you are not being sincere. Of course 
that work has affected you, and you know it. But you are not telling me the truth.

But that of course is a possibility you must judge. Far be it from me to make any judgment. You know your-
self. Because, after all, there is a third possibility: that you are sincere and intelligent; that is, that you indeed 
know yourself and are indeed telling me the truth; in other words, that that work has really not affected you. But 
then, well, I’m afraid some conclusions are obvious.

I’ve had more than one indignant reaction: “Hey, I’m not that.” To which I reply: “I didn’t say you were. 
I’m only pointing out the alternatives. It’s you who have to apply them.”

But are these alternatives valid only for teenagers? Are adults, too, not capable of a pseudo-maturity? 
One’s brain has to be switched off to suggest that a person can be corrupted at sixteen but not at thirty-six. 
Are there really no corruptible adults?

The alternatives — sincere, intelligent, normal — which apply at sixteen, apply equally at thirty-six and 
fi fty. If, therefore, whole masses of people claim to be so mature that pornography no longer affects them, 
what is one to think? One certainly hesitates to conclude that there are so few normal people around. But 
then one is driven to the conclusion that many “mature” people today are either dreadfully unthinking or 
else unthinkingly insincere. My own sense is that they are probably a mixture of both; and that is why I would 
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like to add that the following pages, though they may hit hard, are not meant to be negative. They are writ-
ten in an attempt to jolt unthinking people into thought, for I am convinced that if people really do begin 
to think, they will discover the insincerity of their own position and be on the path toward sincerity.

Turning sin into virtue

Our modern adult world — which prides itself on being liberated and thanks God (or perhaps just itself) 
for having progressed beyond the errors of the earlier generations of mankind — is guilty not only of 
Pharisaism much more repugnant than that of the Pharisees of the gospel (cf. Luke 18:9), but also of 
a hypocrisy much worse than the Victorian hypocrisy it professes in particular to despise. The Victo-
rians — so at least we are told — erred but pretended they didn’t. By contrast, our modern permissive 
ideology errs but says it is correct. The Victorian sinned and, hiding it, wished himself to be regarded as 
virtuous. The modern permissivist sins and, proclaiming his sin, wishes it to be regarded as virtue. The 
Victorian at least knew what sin was, though perhaps he did little to avoid it. The modern permissivist 
proclaims there is no such thing as sin, and so he has nothing to avoid or repent of. He presents himself 
as sinless. He is the self-proclaimed saint.

The present generation gap is fueled in part by the fact that the younger generation senses the hypoc-
risy of a adult population which demands censorship for the young — imposing “X” and “R” rating of fi lms, 
for example — but rejects it for themselves, thereby suggesting that they themselves are incorruptible.

The right to corrupt oneself ?

As we suggested earlier, the double standard may be based on a slightly different premise: that if adults want 
to corrupt themselves, that is their personal business, and no one else — no private individual or public 
authority — has a right to interfere.

This at least is not a moralizing position. Its exponents have no interest in morality. Their motto is free-
dom: “We want freedom. We claim freedom, freedom to do what we like. Now that we have it, let no one try 
to take it from us.”

It is a position that scarcely deserves comment. Nevertheless, we will make two remarks. One concerns 
the use of the word “freedom.” I do not think these people should get away with claiming they have found a 
new freedom. They have not. They have found an old slavery. A sex addict is no freer than a drug addict or 
an alcoholic. If he chooses to go the way of addiction, that is his business. But let him not say it is the way of 
freedom. A man is free not in the absence of external laws but when he rules himself, when he is master of 
himself. And people ruled by their passions do not rule themselves. Moreover, the slavery that comes from 
within is worse than any slavery imposed by an external entity.3

3. Of course some will reject the concept of sex-addiction, or the idea that it corrupts or enslaves. This is like the drug addict or alcoholic who 
says he is not addicted, that he just likes drugs or drink. I would not argue with him. What he needs is help. But if he won’t acknowledge his 
need, he won’t let himself be helped. Alcoholics Anonymous has spelled out this truth of life very clearly.

Others would even say that if people prefer pornography, they are not really being exploited: they are getting what they choose. Certainly. 
But what they choose is exploitation, even if they don’t realize it. A large part of the exploitation lies precisely in manipulating the exploited 
into believing they are choosing freedom when in fact they are choosing slavery. Once the pornographer puts up signs outside his establish-
ment saying “Slave Shop” or “We offer slavery: attractive, indeed captivating, but slavery,” then, though we may still call him an exploiter, we 
will no longer have to call him a hypocrite. This is no different from the Marxists who must be called hypocrites as long as they continue to 
manipulate the term “democracy.” Can one imagine anything less democratic than Marxist philosophy or tactics, or than a Communist state 
(post-War Poland, Hungary in 1956, Czechoslovakia in 1968)? We should therefore continue to call Marxists hypocrites until they stop calling 
themselves democrats. Once they cease to talk about democracy and say clearly: “What we offer is an earthly paradise where men will be born, 
reared, fed, put to work, made socially useful, and eventually hygienically buried and entirely forgotten, under the dictatorial control of a 
one-party State, where each one will be treated at all times as a strict economic unit, nothing more, where elementary material needs will be 
cared for, but where not the least vestige of political or real personal freedom will remain” — when Marxists say this, then we will continue to 
say their programs are as mistaken and as hollow as ever, but we will no longer say they are insincere. So too with the pornographers.
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The second comment is to question the supposed “right” a person has to corrupt himself. A person can 
certainly do what he wishes; he can rob or murder or commit suicide if he wants to. But does he have a right 
to do these things? Certainly not. We have the only rights God has given us, no more. We have the power to 
contravene his will. But we do not have the right to do so.4

Besides, rights cannot exist without duties. A person’s right to life means that all other men have a duty 
to respect his life. Likewise, he theirs. I have the right that my neighbor respects my property and my per-
son. But I also have the right that he respects himself. No one has a right to defi le the street. No one has 
the right to degrade the world. No one has the right to degrade himself. We are not disconnected pieces 
of a disconnected world. What each does or is or lets himself become affects — for better or worse — those 
around him. That is why degrading oneself is in some way offending the rest of humanity, just as it is, more 
importantly, offending God.

Turning people into objects

Sex is a divine gift, a sacred function by which human love is given a unique expression of union, in mar-
riage, that associates it with God’s creativity. Pornography involves an essential degradation of this sacred 
reality of sex. For pornography tends to arouse sex for sex’s sake, not sex for the sake of love and procre-
ation. This is to degrade its meaning and function, reducing it to the level of animal instinct, the sole pur-
pose of which is to seek immediate sensual satisfaction. When people give free rein to their animal instincts, 
they become in turn more like animals, and less able to respect one another as persons.

On an even broader plane, it is true that a person not in control of his appetites or instincts cannot relate 
to others in a truly human fashion, for his uncontrolled impulses prevent him from respecting others. He 
will use or abuse others as objects; he will not respect them as persons. The capitalist dominated by greed will 
exploit his workers, though he will, no doubt, rationalize his conduct. The terrorist, dominated by exalted 
nationalism, blind hatred, or a desire for revenge, will kidnap, torture, or murder innocent victims. The por-
nographer or, more specifi cally, the pornographer’s client — the person dominated and obsessed by sex — will 
equally exploit others if he can; for other people interest him only insofar as they serve his obsessive appetite. 
In others he doesn’t see persons, he sees only objects — to be desired, used, abused, discarded. Respect for 
others is lost in his fogged mind, and impossible for his weakened will and ever more selfi sh nature to attain.

The permissive woman

The permissive society makes for selfi sh people, and selfi sh people tend not to trust one another. One of the 
sad, though not surprising, characteristics of our permissive societies is the growing atmosphere of mistrust, 
especially between the sexes. Men and women, boys and girls, tend to trust each other less and less. This 
makes sense, for degraded people do not trust one another.

The permissive man degrades himself by indulging his sensuality. The permissive woman may do like-
wise. More often her motive is simply vanity or greed. In any case it is equally selfi sh and no less degrading.

Greed is assuredly the main motive of many women who parade as sex objects, for presumably they 
require payment — perhaps substantial — for letting themselves be photographed or fi lmed. More curious 
are the cases of other women who actually pay, at times substantially, to parade themselves as sex objects. In 
these cases, they are moved by simple vanity, nothing more. But vanity can be just as bad, selfi sh, and degrad-
ing as sensuality. The vanity of many women today has so enslaved them to fashion that, by the clothes they 
wear or their way of behaving, they seem to be inviting men — they almost seem bent on obliging them — to 

4.  Incidentally, since God’s will is that we should be happy (his will is our happiness), if we do contravene it, we will not be happy.
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treat them as objects. Their vanity, just as much as the pin-up’s cupidity, seeks to exact its payment from 
men’s sensuality.

While on this subject, I may add a word on modesty — that apparently forgotten or despised feminine 
virtue of yesteryear. Modesty, in a woman’s way of dressing or acting, is simply an expression of her determi-
nation to be treated by men as a person and her refusal to be treated as object.

Children and their parents’ loyalty

I realize, of course, that some people today will not accept these arguments. The reason is simple: they will 
not listen to their own consciences. A person’s conscience, if he is prepared to listen to it, tells him clearly 
enough when he is degrading himself or others.

Some people, therefore, will be unmoved by all arguments. For them I am not really writing. Instead, 
I now write particularly for parents, for I am sure that, whatever their religious background, they are not 
indifferent to one thing — the welfare of their own children. And yet there is a grave danger today: if they do 
not stop to think and take a sincere look at things, some parents may be guilty of betraying the very children 
they love.

The parents who are permissive in their own personal conduct are in fact guilty of such betrayal. I am 
not referring only to the obvious and extreme betrayal of the spouses who have an extramarital affairs or 
who divorce. I am thinking of the much more frequent betrayal of parents who simply practice the double 
standard we referred to earlier: “You children cannot see or read this, but we can.”

I have written elsewhere on this point at some length, and I do not wish to repeat myself here. I would 
simply point out that children have a right to their parents’ loyalty; in this matter, moreover, they have a right 
to their parents’ sincerity, self-restraint, and example. Parents who consume pornography not only offend God 
and degrade themselves, they also violate their children’s right to have parents they can look up to.

This all leads to one conclusion, which is the need for self-censorship. Practically speaking, each of us 
needs to be his own censor, and this requires both the clarity of mind to realize what things can deform or 
degrade us, and the sincerity and strength of will to avoid them.

If parents recognize that the public authorities are doing little to combat the moral contamination of 
the environment their children are growing up in, then it is up to them, the parents, to do more. They 
cannot be afraid to exercise authority with their children and to make demands of them. But there is little 
chance that these demands will be heard and met if the parents themselves are not also making equally 
strong demands of themselves. Let us be sincere. If parents really love their children and want to protect 
them from the pernicious effects of pornography, the only honest and effective argument is: “To consume 
pornography is to offend God and degrade oneself. Therefore we cannot let you use it, just as we cannot 
and will not use it either.”

Self-censorship

Self-censorship is but one expression of self-control, and self-control is essential for individual and social 
freedom.5 No one would suggest that self-control is always easy. But it is made a lot easier if one switches on 
one’s mind and exercises a bit of common sense.

5.  After all, if a man is not in control of himself, he can be sure he is controlled by someone else. This control or manipulation of the many 
by the few, especially through the medium of sex, covers much wider fi elds and interests than might be at fi rst imagined. We have spoken of 
the commercial pornographer who peddles pornography, and of his interest in breaking down the sales resistance of his potential clients. Let 
us not think, however, that he is the only one with a clear interest in promoting pornography.
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Let us suppose I go to a supermarket with the intention of buying some food. Suppose too that I fi nd 
there a number of items that look very appetizing and smell very nice, but which I have good reason to 
believe contain poison. What do I do? I buy something else! Thank God there are plenty of other things to 
choose from that taste good and are in fact wholesome.

And if it were the case that most of the products on display were poisoned? I’d still not buy them. I 
would have to shop around a bit more, but in the end I’m sure I’d fi nd some edible food. But if just about 
everything were enticing but poisoned? Well, I guess I’d just have to grow my own food, and perhaps seek 
out a few other sensible citizens ready to join me in these efforts!

What if some (or many) of my fellow citizens didn’t believe the food was poisoned, and ate it? What if 
they didn’t notice their symptoms of food poisoning? I still would not eat the poisoned food. And if they told 
me not to be old-fashioned, if they taunted me for being hide-bound by Victorian prejudices, if they insisted 
that my reluctance to eat betrayed a lack of maturity, or a unliberated personality? I still don’t think I’d be 
persuaded. I trust that my fear of illness and death would outweigh my concerns about public opinion. What 
if the insistence came from friendlier quarters? “Come on, old chap. Don’t be such a stick-in-the-mud. Enjoy 
the fun. It’s great stuff, and it tastes so good!” I’d probably reply, “I don’t question its attractiveness. I don’t 
even question its taste (though I do wonder about the aftertaste). It’s just poison, and remember the most 
dangerous poisons are those that look good and taste good.”

What if a particular friend urged me to share in the goodies he had purchased and was consuming? 
Frankly, if I saw a friend (or anyone I had even the slightest concern for) drinking a poisoned Coca Cola, 
or a scotch on the rocks laced with arsenic, and if I couldn’t manage to persuade him it was poisoned, not 
only would I refuse to partake, but I’m inclined to think that, reasoned argument having failed, in all friend-
ship I would knock the glass out of his hand and break it. And if he protested, “What do you think you are 
doing? That was my drink!”, I’d reply, “I’ve done you a favor. You were poisoning yourself.” And if I did not 
do this — out of “respect for other people’s freedom” — I think I’d be a very poor friend. God preserve us 
from friends who are so liberal that their principles make them stand by indifferently while they watch us 
unwittingly harm ourselves.

Pornography and poison

One scarcely needs to spell out the meaning of the parable. Shakespeare did not say, “All the world’s a super-
market,” though he might well be tempted to do so if he were alive today. And he could add a few choice 
comments upon seeing that whole sections of the supermarket are fi lled with pornography: theater, novels, 
fi lms, television, advertising, and so on.6

What is one to do when offered such tempting goods of such dubious quality? Think. Is thinking all that 
diffi cult?

I am offered pornography. So what? Even if my supernatural sense did not tell me that to consume it is 
an offense against God which destroys grace in my soul, my common sense should tell me that it is a poison 
to my natural life which threatens to destroy all my human possibilities of happiness. Common sense should 
know that it may obsess me and deprive me of the freedom to love, making it more and more diffi cult for 
me to relate with respect to any person of the opposite sex or, if it is my calling, to fi nd noble, tender, and 
lasting love in marriage.

6.  The use of a certain element of sex-appeal in ordinary advertising has been a normal matter to which no one has ever dreamed of object-
ing. Pretty faces smilingly decorated ads for stagecoach trips in nineteenth-century, and they continue to be a mainstay of television and print 
ads. Over the past few decades, however, there has been a disappointing moral trend in advertising imagery, much of which is downright 
pornography.
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Since pornography is poison, I avoid it. If this means having to avoid certain programs, books, or maga-
zines, so what? There are still plenty of other unpolluted works around that I can enjoy. And if someone 
were to call me a prude or Victorian, I’d tell him not to be a fool. I consider myself just a normal person with 
an ounce of common sense. In any case, it is better to be a living Victorian than a dead fool.

If someone shows me a pornographic magazine, I tear it up. “What the blazes have you done? That was 
my magazine!” he might say. I would reply, “That was your poison. I’ve done you a favor. If you are bent 
on committing suicide, please go and do it privately and don’t try to involve others.” Some people seem 
to believe that foolishness is not as bad if we are all fools together — that the poison won’t be quite so dan-
gerous if everyone takes it. They seem to forget that whole cities in history have been destroyed by plague, 
because no one recognized the facts until it was too late. Today the pornographic plague is destroying more 
people than were ever killed by the bubonic plague.

The half-poisoned cake

To refuse to see or read something that one knows, or even suspects, is offensive to God and degrading 
to man — this is self-control and self-censorship. To get up and walk out of a show when, contrary to one’s 
expectations, it turns out to be degrading — this is self-control and self-censorship.

Perhaps we should add a word about works are apparently fi rst-class production in other respects (for 
example, the plot, acting, or camera work), but are sprinkled with pornographic scenes, like an unnecessary 
icing of poisoned sugar. What to do?

Let us return to the supermarket. There before me on the counter is a cake that looks delicious; and 
perhaps the store is even offering free samples. But if I am certain it is poisoned, even perhaps in just one or 
two pieces, what do I do? I do not eat any! No, not even if they are giving it away for free! There is no sense 
in being poisoned free of charge – though this does draw out the utter absurdity of paying to be poisoned, 
which is, in fact, what so many people do today.

Now things would be different if the poisoned pieces were well isolated, and if someone I could trust 
assured me that they had all been removed from the cake, and that what was left was in fact perfectly fi ne to 
eat. In such a case, presented with a thoroughly decontaminated cake, I would probably not hesitate to eating 
it. The only question is: who is going to do identify and remove the poisonous parts? Am I? Frankly, I’m not 
sure I trust myself to do this properly. After all, detecting the poisoned sections necessarily requires a palate 
sensitive to poison, and it especially requires an ability to notice the transition from good portions to harmful 
ones. This, I imagine, must necessarily involve at least a small sampling of the poisoned sections. But sampling 
the poisoned sections is when I might be deceived, thinking, “Oh, it can’t be that bad, and it does taste good.” 
At this point I might risk swallowing the whole damned piece — and then paying the whole damned price.

The bottom line is that I’m not sure how far I can trust myself. Decontaminating a poisoned cake really 
requires a very sensitive palate that knows where to stop, coupled with a very strong will that is able to do so. 
Otherwise, it requires immunity to poison, but I certainly don’t have that. Though I might think I have the 
requisite sensitivity of palate, I cannot really guarantee the strength of my will. So, all told, if the cake has 
to be decontaminated, I’d prefer someone else do it. I would add, though, a general and rather annoyed 
refl ection: Wouldn’t life be a lot simpler if the bakers were just more careful?

This is the way I feel about those popular fi lms and books, with their pornographic plums and icing, 
those gratuitous scenes thrown in like free extras. If I can’t fi nd someone else to do (or, really, undo) the 
dirty work for me, then I’m afraid I’ll just have to go without.

I’m sorry, friends, but if not trusting oneself or fearing unnecessary danger are signs of immaturity and 
lack of liberation, well, put me down as decidedly immature and hopelessly unliberated. My only consola-
tion will have to be that at least I am still here, alive.
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The American author James Baldwin speaks somewhere of the danger to society posed by people who 
“have nothing to lose.” I, for one, feel I have everything to lose — or, with God’s help, everything to gain. 
In order not to lose one’s freedom, it is necessary to realize that it can in fact be lost, and to recognize 
and avoid those things capable of compromising it. At the twenty-fi fth anniversary of the Battle of Britain, 
someone asked Ginger Lacy, the RAF’s top ace of the 1940 dogfi ghts, how he managed to survive and what 
qualities a fi ghter pilot in general needs to survive. His answer was crisp and clear: “I survived because I was 
just bloody lucky. Luck is the main quality a fi ghter pilot has to have. You must also be able to get good and 
healthily scared, otherwise you just get yourself killed. I knew some people who weren’t frightened, and they 
have been dead for twenty-fi ve years.”

Self-censorship is just part of self-control. And self-control and vigilance are essential if one wants to 
survive. If there are many people today who don’t exercise self-control, is it because they think they are not 
in danger? Is it because they don’t want to survive? Is it because they think they have nothing to lose? Or 
nothing to gain? Those who never scan the skies, who never think of danger, who do not recognize they have 
been taking poison for years — are they alive, or are they dead? This is a question only God (and perhaps 
they themselves) can answer. Who did the inspired writer have in mind when he wrote: “I know your works; 
you have the name of being alive, and you are dead. . . . Remember then what you have received and heard; 
keep that, and repent. If you will not awake, I will come like a thief, and you will not know at what hour I will 
come upon you” (Revelation 3:1, 3)?

Parents’ hearts

Not to be concerned about one’s own survival — how crazy! Not to be concerned about the survival of one’s 
children — how thoughtless, criminal, and inhuman! We return to the spectacle of so many parents nowa-
days who seem to countenance, in all indifference, the exploitation and destruction of their children’s lives, 
and who at times even contribute to their destruction by their own self-deception, by their maintaining 
double standards, by their selfi shness and weakness in not themselves avoiding the very things they should 
not want their children to read or see.

Has the love of such parents for their children completely died? I do not think so. I think it has simply gone 
(or been put) to sleep. It is still present and can, therefore, be awakened. But when will that awakening come?

St. Luke describes the future mission of John the Baptist as precursor of Christ. He says he will “turn the 
hearts of parents toward their children” (Luke 1:17). Could it not be that this is the problem today — that 
parents do not love their children enough, that their hearts are not suffi ciently turned toward them? A true 
conversion of parents’ hearts is what the world’s young people need.

If parents really turn their hearts toward their children, they will have no trouble seeing how they should 
be models for them. They will see the need to be sincere with and demanding of themselves, practicing self-
control, refusing to see or read many things that may attract them, in the conviction that their fortitude is a 
source of strength for their children, and that they are giving them an example of real, human maturity and 
Christian living — an example they can respect and imitate.

If parents really turn their hearts toward their children, they will no longer remain blind to the criminal 
exploitation of which they are the main object. And with the awakening of parental love, there will come an 
uprising of public opinion, an upsurge of moral indignation, and at last a genuine, popular effort to pres-
sure public authorities to remedy the abuses of the present day.
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The abuses of  censorship?

State control is not suffi cient to stop the moral decay of our world; self-control is. But state control is neces-
sary, for there will always be some people who are not prepared to exercise self-control. There will always be 
unscrupulous people bent on making a name or a fortune for themselves by means of sexual exploitation, 
and these people need to be restrained.

If there is a public right to clean streets and unpolluted air, and a corresponding obligation on the part 
of the public authorities to restrain those who cause physical contamination, there are equal rights and 
duties in regard to moral contamination.

So, unless one wishes to be a party to the exploitation of the young (and the not so young) and the 
general corruption of society, there is no alternative but to support and indeed demand some form of 
responsible, public censorship. We will be more convinced and convincing in our demands if we learn to 
see through the smoke screen of anticensorship propaganda so effectively raised today.

Censorship, it is commonly said, is subject to manipulation, political control, and abuse. No doubt. 
But — as we have amply suggested — so is freedom. I may agree with the person who cries, “Freedom is bet-
ter than censorship,” provided he agrees with me that the abuses of freedom are worse than the abuses of 
censorship. And the abuses of freedom are rampant and readily visible today. They are the source of incal-
culable damage to the personality and humanity of millions of people, while the abuses of censorship are 
infi nitely less frequent and, above all, affect or damage very few.

Besides, the position hinges on a false dichotomy that opposes pornography and censorship. In fact, 
however, pornography is censorship, inasmuch as it means consciously and deliberately silencing and sup-
pressing other more human aspects of sex more important and noble aspects than the merely animal and 
physical. Thus a government that does not meet its responsibility to censor pornography in fact censors 
freedom; it threatens and limits people’s freedom to be masters of themselves, to be without obsessed and 
infl amed imaginations, to respect themselves and others, to love, and to be happy.

Governmental incompetence

Some governments today seem to have renounced their duty to regulate these matters. Their irresponsibil-
ity would, in certain cases, seem to be based on an ignorance of human nature that renders them unfi t and 
incompetent to govern.

What is one to make of the present situation, for example, where governments launch campaigns against 
cigarette smoking, while legalizing abortion and enacting ever more permissive sex laws? Do we not real-
ize that a person’s moral health — the very fi ber of his character — is certainly much more undermined by 
pornography than his bodily health could ever be by smoking?

Governments may impose taxes on pornography, thereby seemingly inhibiting the industry. But, one 
may ask whether this so-called economic censure is seriously meant to be a restraining measure? Does this 
really curb the industry, or does it just mean that industry will continue to thrive with the public spending 
even more of its disposable income on pornographic products? What sort of government concern does this 
reveal? Is it possible that we are reaching the height of political irony? Governments have always claimed 
the right to imprison people for not paying their taxes; could it be that they are now sending them to 
prison — to moral enslavement — for paying them?
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Sex – a private matter?

Our Western governments may be sincere in their concern for their citizen’s welfare. The trouble is that 
they just don’t seem to know what this welfare involves and requires. Surely there is no greater social disaster 
than when power to govern is held by those who do not know what the object of governing is?

The object of government is indeed to procure the public welfare or the common good. But the com-
mon good is not achieved just because the GDP or the per capita income are growing, or because people 
enjoy good public health or postal services. The common good is achieved when a government creates and 
defends conditions wherein men can live as men, and this means protecting whatever is favorable to human 
and personal dignity, and restraining those who would degrade or exploit others — economically or, more 
importantly, morally.

Government responsibility has become restricted to the administration of bureaus and services, and it 
no longer covers the development of persons. Politicians nowadays are mainly focused on economic con-
cerns, and they have an economic idea of man but no human idea of economics. And so they have no real 
human—centered idea of the societies they govern.

Only a government lacking a true philosophy of man could assent to the thesis that sex is a private mat-
ter in which governments and their laws have no right to interfere.

The thesis is apparently simple, but it is also demonstrably false. For sex, as we have seen, is an area of 
life in which human weakness is open to unscrupulous exploitation. If immoderate it can entail violence 
and the destruction of social peace. There are certainly private aspects to sex, but uncontrolled or exploit-
ing sex is not one of them.

Who is going to drive the bus?

Modern governments may not have gone mad (which is what Chesterton thought), but it seems undeniable 
that they have gone blind. Where are they leading their societies? Some people may be happy that modern 
life has become a mystery tour of sorts, where the human lot travels in air-conditioned comfort to the devil 
knows where. They hear the announcement, “All aboard the bus now, please,” and whole societies pack 
themselves in, eating their box lunches and reading their permissive literature, talking about the advantages 
of traveling with liberal-minded transport companies, and casually overlooking the fact that some passen-
gers seem to be getting on each other’s nerves and even getting into spats, cheerfully avowing that they 
never had it so good and promising that, though they have no idea where they are really going, the same 
company will certainly have their patronage on the next trip.

But there may be no next trip. For they are being driven by blind drivers, who may well be intoxicated 
simply by the power of driving. Without a care in the world, they blindly hurtle down a road that even a one-
eyed man could see ends at the edge of a cliff.

My advice is simple. To those travelers who have at least one eye that is at least half-open: if you cannot 
convince your fellow passengers to change get new drivers, then get off the bus at the next stop.

If democracy means anything, it means the public has the ultimate say concerning what routes are to 
be taken and who is going to drive the bus. Let the public wake up and exercise their personal and demo-
cratic rights. If enough refuse to travel the present course, if they resist the attraction of bittersweet suicide, 
if they revolt against seeing their children degraded and enslaved, then governments will begin to change. 
Policies will change, drivers will change, and directions will change. Society will return to the road of sanity 
and survival.
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